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Managing Company Spend Data U.S. Focus

As the uncertainty amidst the global pandemic and
economic disruption continues into 2021, companies
need to use every tool at their disposal to support
financial decision-making. Visibility into company
spend data is extremely valuable for enabling datadriven decisions, but many companies struggle to
manage spend information and maintain data
accuracy. Best-in-Class companies are driving
productivity and even profitability in the current
economy by connecting disparate sources of spend
data for greater access and visibility into company
spending. By following these Best-in-Class
strategies, all companies can more effectively
forecast for future initiatives and achieve Best-inClass levels of success.
Seizing Opportunities in a New Business Environment
With the COVID-19 pandemic as a significant factor in planning for the future,
businesses need to stay nimble in managing cash flow and forecasting
budgets. Aberdeen’s recent expense and invoice management survey (see
appendix) indicates how U.S.-based companies (1-1,000 employees) plan to
approach the impact of the pandemic on their business as of October 2020.
Figure 1 demonstrates the business landscape for 2021.

Best-in-Class U.S.
companies are:

38% better

at capturing company spend
data with expense / invoice
management solutions,

67% faster

at accessing data in the
necessary timeframe,
seeing a

24% improvement
in profitability over the past
two years compared to static
profitability for All Others,
and seeing a

31% improvement

in productivity over the past
two years compared to static
productivity for All Others.

Figure 1: Returning Revenue and Growth on the Horizon?
26%

22%

32%

12%

7%
We will most likely close We will still be in survival
our doors
mode

We will continue to
recover

% U.S. respondents with
1 – 1000 employees

We should begin to see We have plans for growth
an increase in revenue

n = 68, Source: Aberdeen, October 2020
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While the majority of respondents are either shutting their doors (7%),
surviving (22%), or recovering (26%), many businesses in the US (44%) are
anticipating revenue increases and growth on the horizon. Future travel plans
responses are also showing some optimism (see sidebar). 40% of U.S.
companies with 1 – 1,000 employees say they believe domestic travel will
start up again in early 2021 and 19% of companies believe international
travel will resume by then. As companies work towards and await some
semblance of normal business operations, they will need to continue to keep
a close eye on cash flow and optimize remote working. This report will
uncover what all companies can do to scale their business effectively during
these challenging times and how they can gain better visibility into their
company spend data to improve planning through data-informed decisionmaking.
U.S. companies are trying to figure out what the future holds for their
business, workforce, and everything in-between. The top financial
management priorities that finance teams across the U.S. are striving for in
2021 (see sidebar) reveal the motivations behind how they manage their
company spend data. Companies indicated that regulation and compliance
are at the top of their list of aspects to improve alongside data accuracy and
tracking of company spend. By automating steps in expense and invoice
management process, companies can eliminate manual errors to enhance
data quality and enable timely compliance to help them avoid regulatory and
reporting issues. Through integration, businesses can connect disparate data
sources to create a centralized repository of information and develop a
unified, single view of spending across the business. Whether companies are
reducing spending or pushing forward for growth, containing costs and
controlling cash flow are always critical.

Top Companies Find a Way to Execute and Perform
Understanding how top-performing companies are handling the effects of the
pandemic and strategizing how to move forward provides an outline for
companies to follow. Table 1 shows Aberdeen’s performance maturity matrix
for managing company spend. The maturity level is defined by Aberdeen’s
Best-in-Class methodology (see appendix). The metrics below reflect
performance in areas that are critical to improving company spend
management.

When Will Travel Start
Up Again?
Domestic
6%

13%
13%

22%

40%

International
4%
19%

18%

19%
34%
We already have

Q4 2020

Early 2021

Late 2021

Not before a vaccine

Never

Not sure

No need to travel

% of respondents

U.S. Financial
Management Priorities
for 2021
 Manage regulation and
compliance complexity
 Improve data accuracy and
tracking of company spend
 Implement automated
solutions
 Work toward a unified,
single view of company
spending across the
business
 Audit internal expense
management processes
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Table 1: U.S. Performance Maturity Matrix
Performance Metric
Current company spend under management (% of company
spend formally captured with expense/invoice management
solutions)
% of instances that you access data in the necessary
timeframe to make decisions
% improvement in profitability over the past 2 years
% improvement in productivity over the past 2 years

U.S. Best-in-Class
(Top 20% in the U.S.)

U.S. All Others
(Remaining 80% in the
U.S.)

73%

53%

80%

60%

+24.3%

+1.2%

+30.7%

+0.8%

Performance by these maturity levels differentiates Best-in-Class U.S.-based
companies with fewer than 1,000 employees from their competitors. Through
the adoption of Best-in-Class capabilities and technology investments, All
Others can similarly increase their company spend under management to
empower data-driven decision making, profitability and productivity.

Utilizing Company Spend Data for Data-Driven
Decisions
A company’s ability to generate cash has a direct impact on its survival and
success, especially during an economic downturn. A strong cash flow
improves operations across the board, including investing in research and
development (R&D), acquisitions to fuel future growth, providing value for
shareholders, or paying off debt for better financial performance and ROI.
Cash flow also has a tremendous impact on companies that are scaling back,
just trying to maintain their operations, as well as those that are planning for
growth. Companies that are struggling with any of these action plans need to
find innovative ways of either developing new revenue streams or cutting
costs. Thus, it is vital for companies to understand their company spend and
have the ability to optimize cash flow with near real-time company spend data
insights. However, only 35% of U.S. companies with less than 1,000
employees see increasing financial visibility to cash flow projections as a
critical tactic for future-proofing their business in times of uncertainty. This
demonstrates a need for more U.S. companies to focus their efforts on
improving financial visibility in order to gain control over their cash flow.

Only

35%

of U.S. companies (1–1,000
employees) see increasing
financial visibility to cash flow
projections as a critical tactic for
future-proofing their business in
times of uncertainty.

Figure 2 demonstrates how U.S. companies are utilizing their company spend
data. The Best-in-Class and All Others are relatively even for many strategic
methods for putting company spend insights into action, but where the Bestin-Class shine is in using company spend data to better manage their cash
flow (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: How U.S. Companies are Leveraging Company Spend Data
Best-in-Class

All Others

Managing cash flow

36%
37%

Tracking / managing budget
29%
31%

Categorizing spend data based on new trends
21%
22%

Auditing for budget compliance

21%

Redirecting spending to top business priorities
Enriching forecasting with historical spend data

50%

35%

14%

31%
26%

% U.S. respondents with 1 – 1000 employees
n = 68, Source: Aberdeen, October 2020

As shown in the figure above, Best-in-Class companies with fewer than 1,000
employees are 43% more likely (50% vs. 35%, see percentage difference
formula in appendix) to be utilizing company spend data for managing cash
flow and are clearly focused on tracking their actual company spending
against their budget for constant verification and validation. These two
activities are top-of-mind for the Best-in-Class and indicate that they are
committed to knowing where they are financially at all times. With greater
visibility and access to company spend data within comprehensive expense
and invoice management solutions, Best-in-Class companies are better able
to track expense report reimbursements and invoice payments, compare the
cash going out against the revenue coming in, and control when payments
and reimbursements are made to ensure the company remains cash flow
positive.
Connecting disparate data sources can further optimize company spend data
management and is an integral part of improving cash flow management.
This can be achieved by connecting expense and invoice management
systems to payroll, ERP, budgeting tools, and other systems (see sidebar) for
a single, unified view of spending and revenue. Best-in-Class companies are
more likely to integrate these systems, which contributes to their ability to
generate company spend insights and make data-driven decisions. With
greater visibility and accessibility, all companies can gain control over their
spend data and consequently their cash flow on a near real-time basis.
The slight differences for tracking / managing budgets, categorizing company
spend data based on new trends, and auditing for budget compliance indicate
that all U.S. companies with fewer than 1,000 employees are taking steps to

Systems Currently
Integrated with
Expense Management
to Improve Company
Spend Data Visibility
Vendor Invoice Management
 Best-in-Class: 71%
 All Others: 57%
Budgeting Tools
 Best-in-Class: 57%
 All Others: 44%
Payroll
 Best-in-Class: 50%
 All Others: 48%
ERP or Financial Suite
 Best-in-Class: 50%
 All Others: 37%
% of respondents
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ensure that they can stay afloat in dire economic times, and potentially
capitalize on opportunities with confidence as they arise.
Using company spend data to track and manage budgets is essential for
forecasting future growth. This information provides insights into which areas
can afford to decrease or defer company spending to optimize cash flow.
Information as to which items or services are not being utilized or which
teams are not utilizing their full budget helps finance teams make intelligent
decisions regarding future budgets.
Applying insights from company spend data in auditing for budget compliance
allows companies to maximize impact while minimizing risk. Expense and
invoice management tools with granular visibility enable auditing for expense
reports and vendor invoices. Companies that establish audit policies to
ensure compliance are better able to catch fraudulent spending and reduce
wasteful spending that can be redirected to strategic business initiatives.

Optimizing Data and Cash Flow for Business Excellence
Figure 3 shows the significant advantage that companies with Best-in-Class
performance have over their competition. As businesses in the U.S. with
fewer than 1,000 employees move into 2021, everything from speed of
decision making to workforce productivity takes on even greater importance.
The business results show how strong company spend data management
capabilities impact the entire organization.
Figure 3: Business Outcomes for the U.S. Best-in-Class
Best-in-Class

86%

79%

79%

All Others
79%

79%

63%

56%

50%

71%
56%

50%

57%

52%

39%

Speed of
decision making

Workforce
productivity

Employee trust in Ease-of-use of
data
our analytical
tools

Customer
satisfaction

Visibility into
budgets

Data sharing and
collaboration

% of U.S. respondents with 1 – 1000 employees rating each
an 8, 9, or 10 on a scale of 1-10
n = 68, Source: Aberdeen, October 2020

These metrics provide a holistic view of how the Best-in-Class are ahead
when it comes to their ability to manage, control, and leverage their company
spend data. The Best-in-Class have 72% (86% vs. 50%) higher ratings for
their speed of decision making and 25% (79% vs. 63%) higher ratings for
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their workforce productivity. This speed advantage is reflected in
organizational productivity and stems from the capabilities and systems they
have in place. 50% of the U.S. Best-in-Class are utilizing company spend
data for managing cash flow (see Figure 2), which can be seen in their
business outcomes for profitability, company spend under management, and
time-to-decision. At the center is the data, which the Best-in-Class are
making it easier for their organization to access and use. An influential
downstream effect that strong company spend data management has on
employees generates greater trust and confidence in the data.
These capabilities and business outcomes will continue to be important as
the pandemic carries on and companies plan for 2021. As the U.S. continues
to fight through the pandemic, companies should follow the practices of the
Best-in-Class to enhance their capabilities to manage company spend data,
make data-driven decisions, and prepare for future economic uncertainty.
The path towards success varies by country and region — thus, it is
important to look at how the U.S. Best-in-Class compare to results on a
global scale. The second half of this report will investigate the capabilities,
enablers, and strategies in use by Best-in-Class companies around the world
to reveal areas of success and areas in need of improvement for U.S.
companies.

The U.S. Best-in-Class
have:

72%

faster decision-making
processes than All Others
(86% vs. 50%)

25%

greater productivity than All
Others (79% vs. 63%).
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Global Overview
The entire world has had to adapt to the challenges brought on by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Evaluating what has happened on a global scale
provides insight into how companies can better respond to a disrupting event
in the future like the pandemic or another economic downturn. The global
data from Aberdeen’s latest expense and invoice management survey (see
appendix) gleaned worldwide best practices for managing company spend
data and provides a standard to compare how companies in other countries
are performing.

The Business Impact of COVID-19 Across the World
Around the world, companies’ plans for 2021 are evenly distributed on both
sides of recovery, with 32% closing or surviving (3% + 29%) and 30%
increasing revenue or growing (23% + 7%) (Figure 4). As companies adjust
their financial operations to quickly adapt to the new business environment,
they needed to find the best approach for expense and invoice management
and managing their company spend data.
Figure 4: Global 2021 Plans
37%
29%

23%
7%

3%
We will most likely close We will still be in survival
our doors
mode

We will continue to
recover

We should begin to see We have plans for growth
an increase in revenue

% Global respondents with
1 – 1000 employees

n = 483, Source: Aberdeen, October 2020

Despite having a larger percentage of companies anticipating closing their
doors in 2020, U.S. companies find themselves in slightly better shape than
the rest of the world on average. This could be because companies in the
U.S. that are currently struggling plan to cut their losses in 2021 while
companies that have already moved through recovery and developed a level
of resilience anticipate an increase in revenue as they weather the oncoming
effects of the pandemic. Another explanation could be that the severity of the
U.S. lockdowns is taking a more negative toll on struggling companies. This
contrast in plans for 2021 is influencing financial management priorities for
both the global and U.S. samples.
The top financial management priority globally is controlling costs (see
sidebar). Controlling costs is a great way to add financial flexibility and build
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business resilience during a financial downturn. By controlling costs,
companies have the short-term liquidity to address some of their new
challenges like personal protective equipment (PPE), remote work supplies,
or new software updates to enhance workforce productivity. It is these shortterm abilities that have tremendous effects down the line, especially when
coming out of a downturn and looking to take market share from competitors.
It is also important to note that accurate company spend data is essential to
fuel expense and invoice management systems as well as other financial
applications. Companies around the world are focused on solving data
issues, especially when it comes to tracking company spend and having a
centralized repository of information for a unified view of spending across the
business.
The U.S. financial management priorities for 2021 match up with global
priorities for the most part. However, U.S. companies are focused more on
regulatory and compliance issues and auditing internal processes than on
controlling costs, unlike the global sample. This contrast connects back to the
difference in 2021 plans. Companies around the world are still working
through survival and recovery, which requires finance leaders to keep a close
eye on cash and prioritize controlling costs. U.S. companies on the other
hand, who are 47% more likely (32% + 12% vs. 23% + 7%) to anticipate an
increase in revenue, have shifted their focus to optimizing compliance and
accuracy to promote risk-free growth.

Global Financial
Management Priorities
for 2021
 Control costs
 Improve data accuracy and
tracking of company spend
 Manage regulation and
compliance complexity
 Implement automated
solutions
 Work toward a unified,
single view of spending
across the business

Utilizing data from expense and invoice management systems is part of the
secret sauce to produce long-term results. Best-in-Class companies around
the world are outperforming All Others in managing their company spend and
ensuring their workforce is prepared to operate efficiently no matter what may
happen. By reviewing the capabilities, strategies, and technology enablers of
Best-in-Class companies around the world, all companies can learn how to
better equip themselves for the future.

Global Best-in-Class Standards
Table 2 shows the performance maturity matrix for companies with fewer
than 1,000 employees around the world.
Table 2: Global Performance Maturity Matrix
Global Best-in-Class
(Top 20% globally)

Global All Others
(Remaining 80% globally)

74%

57%

80%

61%

% improvement in profitability over the past 2 years

+24.3%

-2.4%

% improvement in productivity over the past 2 years

+26.1%

-1.7%

Performance Metric
Current company spend under management (% of company spend
formally captured with expense/invoice management solutions)
% of instances that you access data in the necessary timeframe to
make decisions
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These companies have seen improvements in spend under management and
data accessibility, which have led to significant advantages for the Global
Best-in-Class in terms of profitability and productivity. Overall, the deltas
between the U.S. and Global Best-in-Class versus All Others are similar, but
slight differences can be found in their approach to obtain these results.

Application of Company Spend Data from a Global
Perspective
Best-in-Class companies around the world are mature in their expense and
invoice management capabilities. These capabilities, while impactful on their
own, make an even bigger difference when the data collected from those
processes is put into action. Aberdeen data shows that Global Best-in-Class
companies are more likely than All Others to utilize their company spend data
for strategic financial management purposes (Figure 5).
Figure 5: How Companies Around the Globe are Leveraging Spend Data
Best-in-Class

All Others

Tracking / managing budget

34%

26%

Managing cash flow

27%

Auditing for budget compliance

30%

20%

Enriching forecasting with historical spend data

25%

21%

Categorizing spend data based on new trends

20%
21%

Redirecting spending to top business priorities

31%

23%
25%

% of respondents with 1 – 1000 employees
n = 483, Source: Aberdeen, October 2020

As seen in Figure 5, the Global Best-in-Class are a step ahead of All Others
in tracking and managing their budgets. By having greater visibility into
company spend data, these companies are better positioned to stay on top of
budgets and adjust spending limits as necessary or to overcome obstacles
that may arise. The Global Best-in-Class are also ahead in their use of
company spend data for cash flow management and budget compliance
auditing — two applications for managing company spend that set
organizations up for maximizing impact, minimizing risk, and tackling future
scaling initiatives.

The Global Best-in-Class are

31%

more likely (34% vs. 26%) to be
leveraging company spend data
for tracking / managing budgets
than Global All Others.
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Whether companies are focusing on budgets, cash flows, or compliance,
integration of financial systems improves the accessibility of company spend
data. By integrating these systems to manage financial operations,
companies are able to capture the full picture of their organization. Global
Best-in-Class companies are more likely than Global All Others to integrate
systems with expense management to improve company spend data visibility
(see sidebar). Moreover, they are 5% more likely (40% vs. 38%) to be
integrating budgeting tools, which provide them better cost controls over their
company spend and a strong base for forecasting future growth while
establishing a unified view of their data and operations.
Compared to differences between the Global Best-in-Class and Global All
Others, U.S. Best-in-Class companies are further ahead of U.S. All Others in
their integration of key finance systems with their expense management
operations. This contributes to the greater likelihood of identifying increases
in revenue and growth in 2021 for U.S. companies. Businesses that have
integrated their systems to improve their company spend data visibility are
better equipped to uncover opportunities for reduced company spending and
redistribute cost savings to more strategic initiatives. These organizations will
fare better as they recover and look to grow.
In terms of system integration and utilization of company spend data, every
solution becomes even more critical from a global perspective. For the Bestin-Class, everything from budgeting to forecasting indicates a growing need
for businesses to adopt intelligent solutions to manage their company spend.
By leveraging technology solutions to connect company spend data and
create efficient growth strategies, organizations can push towards Best-inClass results.

Systems Currently
Integrated with
Expense Management
to Improve Company
Spend Data Visibility
Vendor Invoice Management
 Best-in-Class: 47%
 All Others: 47%
Budgeting Tools
 Best-in-Class: 40%
 All Others: 38%
Payroll
 Best-in-Class: 47%
 All Others: 42%
ERP or Financial Suite
 Best-in-Class: 48%
 All Others: 35%
% of respondents

Driving Results from Key Technological Investments
Investments in capabilities and technologies that optimize cash flow by
connecting disparate data to create real-time company spend insights yield
significant business results from productivity to profitability. These results for
the global sample are displayed in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Business Outcomes for the Global Best-in-Class
Best-in-Class
73%

73%

44%

Customer
satisfaction

71%

39%

All Others

70%

38%

Ease-of-use of Data sharing and
our analytical
collaboration
tools

66%
45%

Visibility into
budgets

65%
42%

63%
40%

Employee trust in
Speed of
data
decision making

45%

Workforce
productivity

% of respondents with 1 – 1000 employees rating each
an 8, 9, or 10 on a scale of 1-10
n = 483, Source: Aberdeen, October 2020
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The Best-in-Class in both the U.S. and globally are seeing tremendous
positive impacts to all areas of their business, with the U.S. having higher
ratings in all areas except data sharing and collaboration. An interesting point
to highlight is that globally, the top business outcome for both the Best-inClass and All Others is customer satisfaction. This KPI is critical for
companies to see resilience, as satisfaction leads to loyalty, which is
especially important during economic downturn. Metrics such as this will be
vital for companies around the world to build on their strong business
operations. Overall, these KPIs highlight the importance of the need for
intelligent solutions to manage company spend.

Conclusion
In 2021, the future regarding the pandemic and economy remain unknown.
Thus, companies must prepare themselves to scale their operations
accordingly and focus on what they can control. As competition increases, it
will be those companies that leverage company spend data for managing
cash flow, tracking / managing budget, and auditing for budget compliance
that will effectively set themselves up for success. Aberdeen recommends
following the direction and investment in capabilities and technologies that
help companies comprehensively manage their company spend established
by Best-in-Class companies, both in the U.S. and globally, to achieve
superior results.
The journey toward global recovery requires that businesses in all countries
work to build flexibility into their processes for managing company spend data
to fit the needs of the current pandemic environment. Greater visibility into
company spending by utilizing real-time data can help businesses with fewer
than 1,000 employees determine their strategy and how to optimize their
cash flow, as well as areas to invest in to promote recovery and growth. Once
organizations around the globe have worked through recovery with flexible
expense and invoice management systems, they will be prepared for
whatever the future holds.

U.S. – Global
Comparison Takeaways
 U.S. companies are more
likely to anticipate
increases in revenue and
growth in 2021 (12% vs.
7%).
 U.S. companies are more
focused on regulatory
issues.
 The U.S. Best-in-Class are
more likely to be utilizing
company spend data for
managing cash flow (50%
vs. 31%).
 The U.S. Best-in-Class are
ahead in their performance
for business metrics.
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Appendix
Expense Management
and Vendor Invoice
Processing Survey
(October 2020)

Aberdeen’s survey that investigated the state of expense and vendor invoice
management operations and how top companies are effectively storing,
accessing, and utilizing their company spend data.
 606 respondents
 6 countries: U.S., UK, Canada, France, Australia, Japan
 27 industries
 Headcount 1 - 3,000 (80%: less than 1,000 employees, 27%: 100-500)
 Target: Finance, IT, Procurement

P.A.C.E. Methodology

Aberdeen’s survey methodology to understand the pressures or challenges
affecting certain business operations, the actions or steps companies are taking
to address these pressures, and the capabilities and technologies top
companies are utilizing to achieve superior results.
 Pressures – What is causing organizations to think differently?
External and internal forces that impact an organization’s market
position, competitiveness, or business operations.
 Actions – What strategies are they using to respond? The strategic
approaches that an organization takes in response to industry pressures.
 Capabilities – Why are they achieving greater success? The
business capabilities required to execute corporate strategy.
 Enablers – What technologies and services are enabling them to
succeed? The key technology solutions required to support the
organization’s business practices.

Best-in-Class
Methodology

The Aberdeen maturity class framework is comprised of three groups of survey
respondents. This data is used to determine overall company performance.
Classified by their self-reported performance across several key metrics, each
respondent falls into one of three categories:

 Best-in-Class - Top 20% of respondents based on performance
 Industry Average - Middle 50% of respondents based on performance
 Laggard - Bottom 30% of respondents based on performance
Percentage Difference

Aberdeen uses percentage difference to compare groups such as the Best-inClass and All Others. The formula can be found below:

𝑪𝑪 =

𝒙𝒙𝟐𝟐 − 𝒙𝒙𝟏𝟏
𝒙𝒙𝟏𝟏
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About Aberdeen
Since 1988, Aberdeen has published research that helps businesses
worldwide improve their performance. Our analysts derive facts-based,
vendor-neutral insights from a proprietary analytical framework that identifies
Best-in-Class organizations from primary research conducted with industry
practitioners. Aberdeen provides intent-based marketing and sales solutions
that deliver performance improvements in advertising click-through rates and
sales pipelines, resulting in a measurable ROI. Aberdeen is headquartered in
Waltham, Massachusetts, USA.
This document is the result of primary research performed by Aberdeen and
represents the best analysis available at the time of publication. Unless
otherwise noted, the entire contents of this publication are copyrighted by
Aberdeen and may not be reproduced, distributed, archived, or transmitted in
any form or by any means without prior written consent by Aberdeen.
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